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as you can see, you can choose which options you want to use, as well as the user-agent string, which allows you to pass information to the server when you request an app. you can also set the amount of ram that you want to reserve for the root process, which will
make the rooting process faster and smoother. another important option is the developer option. it allows you to disable the developer options, which will prevent you from making any changes to your device. this is not necessary, but it will save you some time. in
this tutorial, we are going to root your droid razr using the zergrush exploit. zergrush exploit is very dangerous as it was leaked from sony. if you have weak rooted device then you can use it as per instructions which i give at the bottom of this post. i dont recommend
you to use zergrush root exploit. the zergrush exploit is a vulnerability which allows us to root some of the android phones. the latest android phones are well rooted but some of the android phones are not yet rooted. in order to apply the exploit, we need to unlock
the bootloader. however, the bootloader is locked for security reasons. this means that we need to unlock the bootloader so that we can apply the exploit. the zergrush exploit is a feature which is included in the zergrush root exploit toolkit. you can use the zergrush
exploit without rooting your device. however, you need to unlock the bootloader first. i am going to use the zergrush root exploit for that. the zergrush root exploit requires you to have unlocked bootloader in order to root your device. otherwise, you cant use the
zergrush root exploit.
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1. extract the unroot root files you downloaded earlier (doomlord)2. turn off your phone3. connect your phone to pc4. go to settings->applications->development->[tick usb debugging]5. run the unroot.bat from doomlord file6. thats it.. your phone is now unrooted.
thanks to dr.ketan, this is a simple and easy way to root your galaxy note on windows. it is still in its beta stage, and you can expect to see bugs like frozen apps, erratic behavior, and other problems, but after all, this is a beta. to install the easy rooting toolkit, simply
open an elevated command prompt window (start, � � � � � �, then type cmd and press ok) and navigate to the folder you saved the zip in (e.g., c: ). this folder should be named easy_rooting_toolkit. after you have extracted the archive, you can close the command
prompt window and then open the folder. inside the folder, you should have two files: easy_rooting_toolkit.bat and easy_rooting_toolkit.zip. double-click the easy_rooting_toolkit.bat file to run it. this will start the easy_rooting_toolkit. the easy_rooting_toolkit will walk
you through the rooting process. simply follow the instructions, choose the apk you want to install, and then click the root button. once you have rooted your device, you can restart to fix any issues, if necessary. to install any apps after you have rooted your device,
you can use the easy installer or download an apk directly from google. for the most part, all you have to do is click the root button to root your device. but if you have any problems, double-clicking the root button will open a command prompt window where you can

type commands. if you run into problems while following the tutorial, use this command to view the options available to you: 5ec8ef588b
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